
 

How marine predators find food hotspots in
open ocean 'deserts'
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The striped marlin (Kajikia audax) is a species of billfish that is overfished in
the North Pacific. A new study co-led by WHOI finds that marine predators, like
the striped marlin, aggregate in anticyclonic, clockwise-rotating ocean eddies to
feed. Credit: Pat Ford Photography

A new study led by scientists at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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(WHOI) and University of Washington Applied Physics Laboratory
(UW APL) finds that marine predators, such as tunas, billfishes and
sharks, aggregate in anticyclonic, clockwise-rotating ocean eddies
(mobile, coherent bodies of water). As these anticyclonic eddies move
throughout the open ocean, the study suggests that the predators are also
moving with them, foraging on the high deep-ocean biomass contained
within.

The findings were published today in Nature.

"We discovered that anticyclonic eddies—rotating clockwise in the
Northern Hemisphere—were associated with increased pelagic predator
catch compared with eddies rotating counter-clockwise and regions
outside eddies," said Dr. Martin Arostegui, WHOI postdoctoral scholar
and paper lead-author. "Increased predator abundance in these eddies is
probably driven by predator selection for habitats hosting better feeding
opportunities."

The study included collaborators from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Pacific Islands Fisheries Science
Center. It focused on more than 20 years of commercial fishery and 
satellite data collected from the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre—a vast
region that is nutrient-poor but supports predator fishes that are central
to the economic and food security of Pacific Islands nations and
communities.

The research team assessed an ecologically diverse community of
predators varying in latitudes, ocean depths, and physiologies (cold vs.
warm-blooded).
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Predator and prey abundance inside and outside of eddies within the North
Pacific Subtropical Gyre. This region is known to be nutrient-poor but supports
predator fishes that are central to the economic and food security of the
surrounding communities. The figure shows the distribution of prey biomass at
varying depths from day to night, showcasing that abundant prey in anticyclonic
eddies attract diverse open ocean predators to aggregate in these features. Credit:
Fish illustrations: Les Gallagher (Fishpics & IMAR-DOP, University of the
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Azores)

Although there is a growing body of research showing that diverse
predators associate with eddies, this is the first study to focus on the
subtropical gyre—which is the largest ecosystem on Earth. The research
team was able to investigate predator catch patterns with respect to the
eddies, concluding that eddies influence open ocean ecosystems from the
bottom to the top of the food chain. This discovery suggests a
fundamental relationship between predator foraging opportunities and
the underlying physics of the ocean.

"The idea that these eddies contain more food means they're serving as
mobile hotspots in the ocean desert that predators encounter, target and
stay in to feed," said Arostegui.

Scientists have long studied isolated predator behaviors in other regions
of the ocean, tagging animals and tracking their dive patterns to food-
rich ocean layers, such as the ocean twilight zone (mesopelagic); but an
understanding of how eddies influence behavior of open ocean
predators, specifically in food-scarce areas like subtropical gyres should
inform effective management of these species, their ecosystems and
dependent fisheries.

This study's findings highlight the connection between the surface and 
deep ocean, which must be considered in impact assessments of future
deep-sea industries. As deep-sea prey fisheries continue to expand, there
comes the need for more information on deep-sea ecology, particularly
how much deep-prey biomass can be harvested by fisheries without
negatively affecting dependent predators or the ocean's ability to store
carbon and regulate the climate. A better understanding of the ecosystem
services provided by the deep ocean via eddies, particularly with respect
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to predator fisheries, will help inform responsible use of deep-ocean
resources.

"The ocean benefits predators, which then benefit humans as a food
source," Arostegui said. "Harvesting the food that our food eats, is
something we need to understand in order to ensure the methods are
sustainable for both the prey and the predators that rely on them. That is
critical to ensuring both ocean health and human well-being as we
continue to rely on these animals for food."

  More information: Martin Arostegui, Anticyclonic eddies aggregate
pelagic predators in a subtropical gyre, Nature (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-022-05162-6. 
www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-05162-6
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